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It should be noted that these two volumes are complete in themselves ascovenng the whole period of colonial history. The second volum^ ?n
particular covers the most difficult period in the history of this country"
the eighteenth century. The New York Sun refers to the narraUve is

h^«"Y'^ML'"".«"'^^'*"
by "the careful attention given to sue" b?oa"

tZ \ ^ ^! ?'«!^^'°P'"^"' °f co'«nia> industry and commerce; the sys-

IfnT, V?^" °b't'"/"«V" "'•'' •=?o'»": «he progress toward religious tolera-
tion and the march of education."

The English Historical Review writes of the work : —
"Many as are the histories of the United States, Professor Channing hasample justification lu adding another to the list, not only in his new i)int

of view but in his exh.iustive knowledge. His narrative flows on so smoithly
that it is only when one realizes the immen.se mass of controversies which he
settles with calm common sense, the thoroughness of his biblioeraphy. the
sanity of his criticisms on the hundreds of authors consulted that one k^sds
Ik .u T V •!V"dition. . . . From the conception of his task it follows
that the English background must be kept in view, and here Professor Chan-
ning treads with the same sureness. His accounts of English religious con-
anions and of English local government in the seventeenth century are alike
excellent. . . . Eariy colonial history is both complicated and controversial,
but there are few slips either m detail or in perspective. Between the mother
country and the colonies he holds the scales fair, doing justice to Great
Britain without falling into the exaggerated imperialism of some recent
American authors. Though his heart is with the colonists he does not fail
to point out their weaknesses, and though tracing in detail the record ofEnglish mismanagement he rarely exaggerates. Vet beneath this reserve
there u at times a glow of hidden fires."

Other Volumes on the Revolutionary and
Later History of the United States are in Preparation
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